SPARKLING WINES | ESPUMANTE

GLS |BTL

BODEGA CRUZAT CLASICO BRUT NV
LUJÁN DE CUYO, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
14.5|55
This is Cruzat’s flagship wine. The grapes are sourced from estate grown Pinot Noir and Chardonnay vines at more
than 1,000 meters elevation. Produced following the traditional method, starting with an initial fermentation and
12-month storage in stainless steel tanks, followed by a 2nd fermentation and 12-month bottle storage on its lees. A
fresh young wine with outstanding floral and fruity aromas over a foundation of toasty fruit flavours which grants it
distinguished quality and personality. Bright acidity holds everything together well. Pairs well with seafood.

WHITE WINES | VINOS BLANCOS

GLS |BTL

2016 TERRA ANDINA SAUVIGNON BLANC
VALLE CENTRAL, CHILE
10|35
This wine is crisp and thoroughly refreshing. Expect floral notes and a bright, citrusy quality. It goes great with fresh
seafood, dishes with a little spice and a dinner party at Chan Chan with friends... whichever comes first.
2014 LA VUELTA CHARDONNAY
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
10|35
A refreshing break from the over-oaked club. Fermented and aged in stainless steel tanks, this wine features bright
scents of green apple and white peach, which are repeated on the palate. The finish is fresh, crisp and seamless.
2016 AMALAYA BLANCO TORRONTES RIESLING BLEND
CALCHAQUI VALLEY, SALTA, ARGENTINA
13|40
This is what happens when super-skilled winemakers take two grapes and combine them to perfection… This
Torrontés is produced in one of the highest wine growing regions of the world, 1,800 meters above sea level. The
Amalaya winemakers took this grape, which is sweet on the nose but dry to the taste, and masterfully blended in a
hint of Riesling to tame the flavour and bring out the delicious, uplifting aromas of flowers, pineapple and fresh
ginger. Crisp, zesty and complex with succulent pink grapefruit and lime flavours. This wine will leave you wanting
more! Pairs beautifully with citrusy and spicy flavours, all kinds of seafood, white meat and Asian inspired dishes.
2015 JED PINOT GRIGIO
UCO VALLEY, ARGENTINA
13.5|45
From the über- cool climate of Argentina, this is not a flimsy PG. It has a bit more body than most pinot grigio styles.
Perhaps a bit more gris than grigio. The wine displays aromas of fleshy stone fruits, hints of honey and slatiness. The
palate is a little bit fruity with a lovely silky mouthfeel. But the feature is the crisp, crunchy acidity that drives the
flavour and freshens the dry finish.
2013 AMAYNA BOYA CHARDONNAY
LEYDA, SAN ANTONIO VALLEY, CHILE
50
This chardonnay is just lip smackingly delicious! Grown and made only 14 km from the Pacific Ocean, it is a perfect
example of superb cool climate Chardonnay. Pale straw in colour, intense aromas of white pear, apple, tropical
fruit and hints of fresh lemon. The wine “feels” round and very soft. The palate is well balanced with natural acidity
and good minerality. Fresh and way too easy to drink. Good match with marinated fish and white meats.
2013 MENDEL SEMILLON
ALTAMIRA, LA CONSULTA, SAN CARLOS ARGENTINA
60
80-year-old vines at 1100 m above sea level. On the nose fresh, elegant and intense. Hints of herbal, fresh notes
and citrus notes, some typical Semillon like white flowers and honey. Some oak notes such as coconut and soft
vanilla aromas appear from the 15% of the wine that ferment in new French oak. It is a good combination of fresh,
sweet aromas and minerality, that finishes in an elegant and complex white wine. The wine has a very fresh mouth
feel and well balanced acidity. On the palate it’s similar to the nose: citrus and tropical fruit, some coconut and
caramel. It is a very dense wine, elegant, soft and velvety with a persistent end.

ROSÉ WINE | VINO ROSADO

GLS |BTL

2016 LUIGI BOSCA LA LINDA MALBEC ROSADO
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
10|35
La Linda Rosé Malbec is a rosé with violet hues. The lively and expressive nose is reminiscent of red fruits
(strawberries, plums) with subtle floral notes. Fresh, cool and medium-bodied on the palate, it gives way to clean
floral and red fruit flavours. Excellent acidity, delicate finish and savory.

OUR BYO NIGHTS ARE TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY. IT IS WINE ONLY, WITH $10 CORKAGE PER BOTTLE

RED WINES | VINOS TINTOS

GLS|BTL
2015 LUIGI BOSCA LA LINDA MALBEC
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
10|35
La Linda Malbec is a bright violet red. The nose expresses the typical aromas of this varietal: red fruits, like cherries
and blackberries, layered with spicy and delicate floral notes. This wine expands on the palate with fruity flavours,
while delivering a full-bodied and silky texture. Ripe tannins and balanced acidity. A varietal of excellent tipicity
and modern style. Elegant, well-structured and rich.
2015 LA VUELTA CABERNET SAUVIGNON
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
10|35
Ruby red to plum in colour. On the nose, some leather and smokiness, framed by pleasant minty tones. On the
palate, this is a surprisingly fresh red with a medium to long finish due to a good acid/ tannin balance.
2015 WILLIAM COLE MIRADOR PINOT NOIR
CASABLANCA VALLEY, CHILE
13|39
With the cool evenings and warm afternoons, the Casablanca Valley is vast becoming one of the world’s elite
wine making regions. Displaying beautiful medium soft deep red and dark fruits. On the nose are notes of bright
red fruits like strawberries, black tea and hints of clove without overpowering tannins and an acidity level that
keeps a true grittiness of a delicate wine. This is extremely easy drinking!
2013 NUEVO MUNDO ORGANIC CARMENÈRE
ISLA DE MAIPO, CHILE
13.5|45
Fresh, vividly black-fruited red. Produced from organically grown grapes, this product is fully certified as Carbon
Neutral. Only 30% in French oak following fermentation while the rest was kept in stainless steel before bottling. The
grapes are picked at their optimum ripeness for an aromatic, fresh and balanced wine, showing all the potential
of its terroir. On the nose blackberries, prune and green pepper, a hint of spice and a touch of sweetness from the
oak. A full-bodied red with a soft, round finish.
2016 CRIOS MALBEC DE SUSANA BALBO
VALLE DE UCO, MENDOZA ARGENTINA
14.5|49
Crios Malbec has a beautiful reddish/purple colour as most good Malbec’s do. The aromas are a mix of freshly
crushed black cherries and toasty/smoky oak—just enough to frame the exuberant fruit. On the palate, the
flavours of cherries and spice are obvious, and the jammy fruit quality just keeps coming on strong, with hints of
spice and sandalwood lurking in the background. The grapes for the 2016 Críos Malbec are sourced exclusively in
the Valle de Uco and Lujan de Cullo Gualtallary Sur to be precise. The wine matured in French oak barrels for nine
months. A “drink-me, drink- me” style of Malbec.
2010 PIZZORNO DON PRÓSPERO CABERNET SAUVIGNON ROBLE
CANELONES, URUGUAY
49
Full-bodied and velvety. This typical cab sauv is dark, oaky and minty on the nose with scents of fresh-cut wood.
Sweet fruit compliments ripe, red fruit aromas, which carry onto a medium weight palate. It is soft, elegant and
incredibly drinkable, and has this very moreish character.
2014 VIÑA AQUITANIA RESERVA SHIRAZ
MAIPO VALLEY, CHILE
55
Intense ruby violet colours, with reflections of bright purple hues. Aromas of mulberry and redcurrant dominate the
nose the freshness bringing out the peppery spiciness. Although the start of the palate is fresh there are sweeter
flavours in the middle all still very red fruit in character. There is a sweeter feel towards the back but the finish has all
the black pepper and spice found on the nose. The palate is very soft, velvety tannins and the purity of the fruit
really shows through. A beautiful wine crafted of 100% Syrah (Shiraz) from Chile's Maipo Valley, famous for
producing stunning red wines.
2014 BODEGA GARZON TANNAT
GARZÓN, URUGUAY
55
The 2014 Tannat has the classic flavours of a cooler year; beautiful aromas of raspberry and red cherry followed by
delicious flavours of black plum, rhubarb and tobacco mixed with dark chocolate and white pepper. It has a silky
mouthfeel, with flavours of black plums, dark chocolate, again pepper and other spices with juicy and lively
tannins. It has a beautiful balanced energy to the wine as the vineyards start to age. Ideal wine to serve with duck,
red meat and grilled foods.

OUR BYO NIGHTS ARE TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY. IT IS WINE ONLY, WITH $10 CORKAGE PER BOTTLE

COCKTAILS AND HOUSE PUNCH

BEERS | CERVEZAS (SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY)

CHICHA SANGRIA glass or 1 LTR jug
8.5 | 35
Chan Chan house punch
PISCO SOUR
PERU
15
Peru’s signature cocktail. Campo de Encanto Pisco,
lemon/ lime juice, sugar syrup, egg white and 3
dashes of bitters…it is pisco time!
CHILCANO
PERU
15
Aka Pisco Ginger. Campo de Encanto Pisco, lemon
juice and ginger ale.
MOJITO CUBANO
CUBA
15
Havana Club 3 años white rum, sugar, lime juice,
soda water and mint
CUBA LIBRE
CUBA
14
Havana Club 3 años, Coca-Cola, lime
PIÑA COLADA
PUERTO RICO
15
Bacardi Carta Oro, Coco Lopez cream of coconut
and pineapple juice
CAIPIRINHA
BRAZIL
15
Cachaça Saturno, sugar and fresh lime
BEEFEATER 24 LONDON DRY GIN & TONIC
14
Gin, indian tonic water and lime

CUSQUEÑA
CUSCO, PERU 9
Cusqueña is a premium lager from Cuzco, the seat of
the Inca empire. It uses only the finest natural
ingredients, including pure mountain water from a
source at 5,486 meters in the Peruvian Andes.
CUSQUEÑA NEGRA
CUSCO, PERU 9
A sweet, dark, lager style beer. Aromas of chocolate
toffee, and cherry vinaigrette with a fruity sweet
medium body and a honeyed tropical fruit accented
finish.
PILSEN CALLAO
LIMA, PERU
9
A pale lager style beer, the first beer produced in
Peru. Traditional taste with the perfect balance of
hops to maintain that typical simple, reliable and
aromatic flavour. The taste of true friendship!
QUILMES
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA 9
Since the birth of Quilmes beer in 1888, Argentines of
all tastes have come to view Quilmes lager as a relic
of national identity. Smooth and super refreshing, the
number 1 beer in Argentina!
KROSS GOLDEN ALE
CHILE
10
Amber Ale style beer. Beautiful golden colour, bright
ale nose with hints of banana. Full, round flavour with
a fine, dry finish. A complex, rich but soft golden ale.
MORITZ AIGUA
BARCELONA 6
Aigua de Moritz is the only premium non-alcoholic
beer made entirely with natural mineral water from
the Font d'Or springs of Montseny near Barcelona
and is flavoured through the cold extraction of the
aroma of the Saaz hops flower. 0.0% alcohol

LIQUEUR AND SHERRY | LIQUOR Y JEREZ
LICOR 43
SPAIN
11
“Licor cuarenta y tres”. It is made from citrus and fruit
juices, flavoured with vanilla and other aromatic
herbs and spices, a total of 43 different ingredients.
Enjoy neat, on the rocks, or refreshing with lime andof
soda or ginger ale!
PEDRO XIMENEZ
SPAIN
10
Intensely sweet, smooth and persistent fortified wine,
with lovely fig, raisin and date flavours.

COFFEE AND TEA | CAFÉ Y TÉ
TEA
Green tea
Mint tea
English Breakfast
Earl Grey

4

COFFEE
4
A beautiful blend of South American beans, roasted
locally.
Espresso
Cappuccino
Latte
Long black
Macchiato
Full cream milk, lite milk, soy milk…
HOT CHOCOLATE

COLD DRINKS & JUICES | REFRESCOS & JUGOS
CHICHA MORADA
INCA KOLA
COCA COLA/ DIET COKE/ COKE ZERO

4
4
3.5

TIRO SOFT DRINKS
lemonade
raspberry
red orange
passion fruit

4.9

SPLIT ROCK
sparkling spring water, 500ml
JUICES
Pineapple
Orange

4

Milk of your choice with real cocoa powder and our
“cinnamon- clove- star anise” syrup
OUR BYO NIGHTS ARE TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY. IT IS WINE ONLY, WITH $10 CORKAGE PER BOTTLE
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